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Australia wide

QLD COVID-19 update
(26.05.2020, 0300 pm)

1057 in QLD
1 new cases

DAYS OF NO
NEW CASES

0

1,039 Cases recovered
98.3%

Australia (27.05.2020, 0800 am)
7,133 Total cases confirmed
102 Deaths confirmed
6,553 Cases recovered

Statistics

91.9%

Latest updates:

• Australia has 15 new coronavirus cases.
• Chief Medical Officer Brendan Murphy says social
distancing measures, border restrictions and an aggressive
public health response saved about 14,000 lives.
• Tensions rising over who permitted infected live export ship
to dock in WA. Fremantle port workers may have been
exposed to COVID-19 when they boarded the infected Al
Kuwait that had apparently been cleared by a federal
department to dock, despite knowing some of the crew
were ill. Now questions are being asked why it was allowed
to berth at an Australian port during a pandemic.

PM says job creation,
not conditions, the
focus of workplace
reform
Prime Minister Scott Morrison
has declined to confirm no
worker will be worse off under

World Situation
Worldwide Cases

(27.05.2020, 0800 am)

5.55 Million Total cases confirmed
2.27 Million Total recovered
348,541 Deaths confirmed
The true figure is expected to be far higher due to the
lack of widespread testing in many countries.

workplace reform, saying the focus of his “JobMaker” talks
between unions, employer organisations and government
will be job creation.
“We are getting people together to work together ...this
is a process that wants to see workers better off and
employers better off, but mostly this is a process that wants
to see more jobs,” the Prime Minister told Sabra Lane on
ABC radio this morning. In a heated interview, the Prime
Minister called for employers, employees, political parties
and the media to “put down the weapons”, saying “we
can’t have those old debates anymore” when pressed on
whether the talks would ultimately lead to worse
conditions for workers.

